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A true story.

Well-known industrial equipment and machine manufacturers Alfa 
Spa had to deliver to a client an expensive piece of machinery they had 
manufactured. While loading the machine onto their transport vehicle 
something went wrong and the machine fell off the vehicle, causing 
considerable financial damage as well as seriously injuring one of the 
employees overseeing the loading operation. An immediate inspection 
followed by the authorities in charge of safety in the workplace for the 
determination of liabilities. 
At first glance the cause for the load's fall was attributed to the breakage 
of two eye bolts (lifting rings).  Wanting in any case to verify that lifting 
all the elements involved in the lifting operation were suitable for use, 
the official checked first of all that the manufacturer of the lifting 
equipment installed on the vehicle had performed and certified all the 
test runs. He checked the operating instructions and the periodic 
inspections and he made sure that the machine operator had received 
appropriate training for lifting loads smoothly.  He then went on to 
check the synthetic fibre ropes to make sure that they had been tested 
and certified by the manufacturer for a safety load greater than the one 
applied. Finally, while checking the eye bolts, he asked to see the lifting 
operating instructions and the certificate of the tests carried out by the 
manufacturer. The company's response was that eye bolts are normal 
nuts and bolts commercial products purchased from a hardware 
wholesaler not requiring any operating instructions nor certification. 
Alfa Spa was ordered to pay damages to the employee, and a criminal 
conviction was imposed on the company's legal representative for 
having failed to enforce the technical requirements and the EU 
directives for lifting accessories within the company. Contrary to what 
had been declared by the company, under EU directive EN 2006/42/CE 
and the reference standards eye bolts do not in fact belong to the lifting 
normal nuts and bolts sector but rather to the lifting accessory sector. 
The judge also rejected the defence counsel's argument that purchasing 
eye bolts from a qualified retailer implied a supply in compliance with 
the regulations in force and that therefore any responsibility should be 
attributed to the hardware wholesaler who had acted negligently. The 
judge ruled instead that companies, in their capacity as professional 
users, are under the obligation to verify the suitability of products and 
machinery before they are put into use, particularly if these are used for 
hazardous operations. 
Alfa Spa's lawyers subsequently claimed compensation from the 
hardware wholesaler for having sold eye bolts which did not lifting 
comply with the regulations on safety in the workplace currently in 
force and won. 
In the end the hardware wholesaler managed to prove in court that the 
importer of the eye bolts had not complied with the mandatory lifting 
regulations on eye bolts before placing these products on the lifting 
European market. No dimensional testing, chemical and mechanical 
analysis of the construction material or tensile test had in fact been 
carried out to ensure that each batch was suitable for lifting the loads 
specified in the technical tables. Consequently this conduct was behind 
the wholesaler's failure to issue the mandatory testing certification and 
to include in the packaging the mandatory instructions for the safe use 
of the product. 



EYE BOLTS ARE LIFTING ACCESSORIES
AND ARE NOT CLASSED AS NORMAL HARDWARE

Eye bolts have been classied as lifting accessories since the issuing of 
the rst EU Directives 89/392/CEE, 91/368/CEE, 93/44/CEE and 
93/68/CEE, which were later converted in Italy by Presidential Decree 
no. 459 of 24/07/1996.  This classication is reafrmed by the latest 
Directive, 2006/42/CE.
To suggest that eye bolts  can be used without any safety lifting /nuts
guarantees is completely illogical, given that all other elements involved 
in a lifting operation require operating instructions and test and 
conformity certicates.
It would imply an incredible weakness in the safety «chain»!

In the early 2000s China was resolutely breaking into the European 
market with nuts and bolts products costing around 10% of those 
manufactured in Europe, thus disrupting the market and causing many 
European nuts and bolts producers to shut down. Being wrongly 
included among nuts and bolts products, lifting eye bolts/nuts were 
imported in large quantities. 
Importing lifting eye bolts/nuts which do not comply with safety 
requirements is still an attractive business  for unscrupulous importers.  
Purchasers must be very careful.  
Although customs authorities have been informed of the importation 
differences between lifting eye bolts/nuts and general nuts and bolts, 
dishonest importers are likely to use ports of entry with fewer controls or 
might intentionally use commodity codes different from those which are 
currently used for lifting eye bolts/nuts. 

 

In the catalogues and sales brochures of some wholesalers or importers, 
lifting eye bolts can be ordered from two categories: “European lifting 
eye bolts” and “Imported lifting eye bolts”. What could at rst sight be 
perceived as an example of clarity on the sellers' part, could actually be a 
subtle system which enables them to keep placing on the market non-
compliant lifting eye bolts at very appealing prices. A simple way to 
ascertain a wholesaler's or an importer's honesty would be to ask them 
whether all the tests provided for by technical specications have been 
also carried out on the imported eye bolts or, better still, to ask whether 
the imported lifting eye bolts' packaging includes the mandatory 
documentation.  If this is not the case it means that  the goods being sold 
are «illegal», which is a civil and criminal offence.  
The rst large hardware imports from Asian countries brought with 
them the idea that imported products equal lower quality, albeit at 
unbeatable prices. In other words, everyone was prepared to overlook 
quality in favour of price. Unfortunately this idea still holds true for 
general nuts and bolts, but can by no means be applied to lifting 
accessories.  



The higher the retail price of an object, the more attempts at counterfeiting will be made.   

Stainless steel lifting eye bolts/nuts are much more expensive than C15E 
steel ones.  This is the main reason why Asian countries have started 
manufacturing stainless steel die-cast lifting eye bolts rather than hot-
forged lifting eye bolts, as expressly provided for by technical standards.
The cost of manufacturing stainless lifting eye bolts using die casting is 
considerably lower than half the cost of hot forging. 
A word of caution: die cast lifting eye bolts do not in any way guarantee 
their lifting capacities, as their mechanical structure is considerably 
inferior. Furthermore, while hot forging guarantees a homogeneous 
structure across a whole production batch (lot), die casting could easily  
lead to differences from one piece to another caused by internal 
«blowholes» (material aws). Lifting the highest working loads set out by 
the standards using die-cast eye bolts is technically insane, and the risk 
of an accident in this case is almost a certainty. 
Die-cast stainless steel lifting eye bolts sold as DIN 580 eye bolts and DIN 
582 eye nuts can be found on the market. This would assume fraud and 
counterfeiting crimes, unless the buyer is not informed in advance by the 
seller that the lifting eye bolts are die cast rather than hot forged, and 
that they do not match the standards' technical specications.

Because importers' warehouses still hold sizable quantities of die cast 
stainless steel lifting eye bolts, some importers have «made up» a product 
known as «Non-lifting eye bolt». In practice this could actually make 
sense, as certain applications, such as in the nautical sector, do not 
require the exclusive use of eye bolts for lifting operations. However, 
according to the regulatory framework on safety, specifying the wording 
«not for lifting» in the sale documentation is not deemed sufcient, as the 
future life of an eye bolt and the way in which it will be used cannot be 
tracked.  
«Not for lifting» is not an application that is contemplated by EU 
standards and regulations on lifting eye bolts/nuts, and the object must 
therefore «tell» the user directly that its specic function is not the one 
that is normally known.
To be compliant these lifting eye bolts should, for instance, be indelibly 
marked with the wording «not to be used for lifting» or have a small non-
removable plate bearing the same wording or indelible graphics clearly 
explaining that the eye bolt/nut is not to be used for lifting.  
Therefore including the wording «not to be used for lifting» only in the 
sale documents  still constitutes an improper commercial action which 
does not relieve the seller or the user of their responsibilities.  

The DIN reference standards prescribe the passivation treatment for 
stainless steel lifting eye bolts/nuts, which reduces the aggressive effects 
of the weather. It is therefore necessary to make sure that said treatment 
is quoted in certicate 3.1 EN 10204.

(market philosophy)



The better you know the characteristics of what you are buying, the fewer surprises you will have.
(market philosophy)

In Europe lifting eye bolts are usually manufactured and marketed in 
compliance with standards DIN 580:2010 (lifting eye bolts) and DIN 
582:2010 (lifting eye nuts).
Some importers or wholesalers fail to include in their catalogues and sale 
documents information on the applied standard and they only mention 
«Eye bolts » or «Eye nuts» in the documents. Failing to mention the 
standard is almost always another deceptive way of fooling the buyer into 
purchasing non-compliant products.  The term «Eye bolts» or «Lifting 
rings» in any case implies the product's compliance with EU directive EN 
2006/24/CE for lifting accessories and the product must therefore 
always be supplied with its mandatory certication. Furthermore, a lack 
of standard specication leads to the assumption that the product has 
been designed by the manufacturer, which would automatically involve 
issuing test declarations and test reports for the lifting accessory 
«invented» by said manufacturer, so as to guarantee a safe use of the 
same.  While  products manufactured in accordance with technical 
standards (e.g. DIN standards) automatically meet the technical 
requirements of the CE marking, independently designed products 
would have to go through a very specic bureaucratic process aimed at 
obtaining the CE marking. 

Inexperienced buyers may fall victim to a recurring scam on materials.  
C15E steel (EN 10084/98) is not the same C15E which is reported in 
standards DIN 580:2010 and DIN 582:2010. These standards state that 
aluminium must be added to C15E steel so as to improve the material's 
mechanical structure. 
The C15E steel on the Asian market, particularly in China, does not 
contain aluminium. For Asian eye bolt manufacturers to become 
compliant, they would have to purchase substantial batches of steel 
especially cast with the addition of aluminium.  To produce special 
heats, a steel plant requires a minimum order of 200/250 tonnes, which 
gives a fair idea of the considerable investment that a Chinese 
manufacture would have to make if they wanted to export legally-
compliant lifting eye bolts to Europe. Using C15E steel without 
aluminium is one of the factors that justify the lower price of lifting eye 
bolts purchased on the Asian markets. 

As part of our Client information campaign our company has been 
promoting a market control service against counterfeiting (only 
available to companies). Anyone wishing to verify the compliance with 
technical tables DIN 580:2010 and DIN 582:2010 of the material used 
for an lifting eye bolt/nut purchased from our competition can send it to 
us for a  of the material's chemical composition. In order to get 
the free test the eye bolt  must bear the manufacturer's brand lifting  /nut
name, the production batch (lot) number and the steel-identifying C15E  
marking .  
[To ask for prior authorisation, please email infomec@wolf.it]



Curiosity killed the cat.
(wise proverb)

In 2015, amid the ongoing nancial crisis, some of the few European 
lifting eye bolt/nut manufacturers still in business decided that they 
would no longer tolerate the presence on the market of lifting eye 
bolts/nuts that are not produced and commercialised in accordance with 
the safety regulations currently in force and are not compliant with the 
reference standards. Being part of the safety chain comes at a cost, and it 
is unthinkable for a company to carry on competing against unfair 
competitors who, apart from causing nancial damage to those who 
operate within the law, jeopardise the safety of people and things for 
mere prot.  
The lack of information (be it genuine or not) by manufacturers and 
retailers on lifting eye bolts' technical specications and regulations 
must come to an end!
For several months our company, alongside others in Europe, has been 
promoting and taking part in a strong awareness and information 
campaign, even by taking legal action to protect both those who, like us, 
do things properly and the safety of users.  
Those intending to carry on practising unfair competition in Europe will 
no longer be given space. In other words, «fraudsters» have their days 
numbered.

We will verify the reliability of your report and, as well as taking legal 
action for unfair competition, we will also report the name of the 
company that has put on the market products which are not compliant 
with safety regulations to the authorities in charge of safety in the 
workplace .  

 

Extract from standards DIN 580:2010 and DIN582:2010 
with comments in english language, 

DIRECTIVE 2006/42/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE 
COUNCIL of 17 May 2006 on machinery,

Guide to application of the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC

...and much more information on lifting eye bolts and -nuts
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